PALM GROVE GALLERIES
the racing shadow of a huge cloud darkening the Downs; and the
flying shadow of a seagull across a pool while you are bending
down to look for shells. Why, I wonder, 'is the shadow of a bird
in movement so infinitely more exciting, more romantic than the
bird itself?
Sir William Nicholson (known throughout the town as "Night-
Bell Nicholson", if one is to believe the legend on his front door)
has painted a corner of the Brighton Esplanade gleaming with rain
and swept by a gale that topples the Ktde green chairs into
undignified upside-downs.   You can hardly see the sea, but the
seagulls tossed this way and that, above and beyond the rail, show
the violence of the wind beating down the Channel.   One or two
figures struggle along, tightly holding themselves together; every-
thing is flapping and shining.   I wanted that battered familiar scene
to hang in my London roorri; and certainly to hang on a tropical
desert island, calling it "Rosemary for Remembrance"; and diere
indeed I can have it; but not in the world of fact, for William
woidd not allow it.  From his own severely high standard, he said
it was done for fun and not really a good painting. Later, enquiring
after it with melancholy tenderness, I was told that since canvases
were getting short in the third year of the war, he had light-heartedly
scraped it out, to use the canvas for another picture.   This seemed
, to me the height of irreverence and I was horrified, but he laughed
and asked ipe if I had never written on the back of a discarded
manuscript?   "That's different," I said .. .
For my desert island collection, my choice of a Nicholson would
probably be of a slope of the Berkshire Downs near Brambleford—
a picture I called "innocent", for it was painted with such simple
mastery passing through and beyond the stages of sophistication,
that in its final Jight greens and straw yellows, it might have been
an illustration torn out of a child's story-book. The curve of the
little girl's cheek in Renoir's "La Premifere Sortie" has that same
quality of innocence, though naturally more obvious in a child
man in a slope of a field after the corn has been cut; nevertheless,
it did not nred Renoir's tide to tell us that the little girl sitting in
the theatre, so breathless, so seribus, so intent and well-behaved,
was being taken to a play for the first time in her young sheltered
life of Lycde or Gouvernante.
While I was actually buying a Nicholson, I chose his picture
of the Bay at La Rochelle in the evening light: a semi-aide of sea
without waves, clear and calm in the warm green evening, fcorved

